
Year 9 GCSE Options

What are YOU good at?



What are your next steps?



What are the prospects of Ipswich Town FC being promoted to the Championship League?
Sarah improved her IT skills so she would have a better prospect of a new job. 

Synonyms:
hope
expectation
opportunity

prospect
NOUN: the possibility or likelihood of some future event

occurring.
a mental picture of a future or anticipated event.

LINK: Latin ‘pro’ meaning forward and ‘specere’ meaning to look



What are your options?



Design 
Technology



Our Qualifications

These blend some limited practical work with the 
theory of an industry – you may not want to do 
these as a career, but the subjects will provide you 
with insight and life skills along the way.

All we ask is that you being your creativity to lessons 
show a keen interest and a willingness to learn



Hospitality and Catering
You will build upon your existing knowledge of:

Food commodities, food science,  nutrition, cooking 
skills and the hospitality industry.

This qualification is made up of controlled assessment work (60%) and an exam(40%)

You will learn theory and practical skills in the following areas:
Food Groups
Nutrition
Hygiene, health and safety
Knife skills
Cooking and preparation skills
Nutrition and healthy living



Art and Design Qualifications
In Design and Technology we have specialist teachers who 
can offer you a choice of two subjects.
There are a huge variety of careers these qualifications can 
lead to and they also provide you with a huge amount of 
life skills.

You do not need to be an expert in these as yet! You do not 
need be able to do everything the subjects asks for yet… 
Your journey is just beginning and over the three years of 
study you gain confidence and skills to build your success 
upon. 

All we ask is that you have an interest and that you bring 
your creativity!



Textiles
You will build upon your existing knowledge of:

Textiles. 
This qualification is made up of controlled assessment work (60%) and an exam (40%)

You will learn theory and practical skills in the following areas:
Studying and researching artists and designers
Dying and printing techniques
Embroidery and decorating
Fabrics and fabric manipulation
Fibres, yarns, smart materials
Wearable technology
Hand and machine sewing skills
Design and creative skills



Three Dimensional Design
You will build upon your existing knowledge of:

Product Design and Creating Items you 
Designed.

This qualification is made up of controlled assessment work (60%) and an examined 
portfolio of designing and making (40%)

You will learn theory and practical skills in the following areas:

Studying and researching artists and designers
Use of hand and machine tools
CAD/CAM
Design and creative drawing techniques 
Designing and creating your own items using a range of 
Materials – woods, metals and plastics
Problem solving 



Choosing a DT subject can be the first step 
towards further and higher education or 

apprentices and always having amazing life 
skills. 

Careers opportunities include:
Manufacturing, Costume design, fashion design, 
pattern design, fashion buyer, visual 
merchandiser, graphic designer, web designer, 
animator, illustrator, printing, publishing, 
photography, carpenter, jeweller, plumber, 
engineer, architecture, product designer, chef, 
recipe developer, food scientist, nutritionalist, 
product designer, environmental health, bloggers, 
journalists, building and construction trades 



A note from past and current 
students

I am so pleased I chose Textiles, I have learned so many skills, but most of all I am 
allowed to be me and express myself through my work– Year 10 Student

Catering has allowed me to learn new cooking skills and try new foods I always 
thought I didn’t like – Year 11 student

Textiles has shown me I can do anything, I am always learning 
something or doing something new. I didn’t know GCSEs would be 
this good – Year 9 student.

3D Design is really interesting, I enjoy learning the theory and technical drawing 
techniques, I have used them to create a collection of jewellery– year 10 student.

Catering has taught me about an industry – its much more than being a chef – year 11 student.

3D design has shown me I have a creative side and a passion for designing a 
making anything – nothing is impossible! – Year 11 student
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